BENEDICT ANDERSON (1936-2015)

FACTS....
Where was he from....
What was his field of study...
What personal experiences influenced his work...

Why is his work of importance...

NAME TWO OF ANDERSON'S MOST FAMOUS BOOKS

In his 1983 book, Imagined Communities, what was Anderson’s perspective on nationhood, and how did that differ to other ideas?

Explain the difference between the words, nation and country...

Looking back on Ireland’s history when do you think Ireland gained its own national identity as we currently know it, discuss with you class...
Symbols of nationalism can be provocative, below is one of the first symbols of Irish nationalism. What does the current Irish flag symbolize?


Anderson’s ancestors took part in the Young Ireland Rebellion, what was their role in Irish nation building?

How do you think being part of the European Union impacts Irish nationality?

Investigate: The case of Tristan Dowse, an Indonesian child adopted by an Irish family in 2001, how did his nationality affect his situation?